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A high-end luxury fashion house founded in 1917

A creative provocation that launches trends

Demna Gvasalia, rewriting the Rules of High

Fashion,transformed the journey of simplicity, silhouette to

a second birth

Inspired by the unusual in the renewal of the brand

Redefining luxury

Balenciaga had the reputation of being a stylist without

any commitment to certain standards and conventions

BALENCIAGABALENCIAGABALENCIAGA
 MORE ABOUT THE BRAND



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PROPOSAL’S SIGNIFICANCE& RELEVANCE 

Under the pandemic, people have the needs to escape a covid-burdened world 

and moving to the metaverse for a virtual community.

Inspired by the blockchain game, we are developing a Balenciaga NFT collection 

and a play-to-earn blockchain game for all of the holders. Users can create NFT 

garments by recycling space elements without restrictions.  It allows players 

interact with the brand and their friends, in which a virtual community of 

Balenciaga customers can be built. This project is aimed to make Balenciaga an 

innovative brand to lead the way in sustainable luxury fashion.

Balenciaga serves as a gateway to create shopping and product experiences for 

clients and those who love them by capturing young people's interest and quest of 

new innovations. 



   THEME BOARDTHEME BOARDTHEME BOARD

 

Video game x fashion

- Balenciaga's 2021 winter collection 

(Afterworld: The Age of Tomorrow)

-Campaign Short Film

-Plenty of wacky eyewear looks, pieces from 

the PlayStation capsule collection

- Dystopian, eerie, futuristic, and adventurous 

image

 
Design

Concept



FUTURISTIC & SUSTAINABILITY

- Create a platform for customers to interact with the brand in

a virtual community

- Customers could engage with the process in garment

making in a virtual world

- We Choose gaming which is a fun and interesting way to

connect with customer

- We would maximize our elements by also promoting

sustainability in luxury fashion  



DESIGN DETAILSDESIGN DETAILSDESIGN DETAILS

ELEMENTS: LINE, METAL, SPACE, LIGHT, SCREEN CORRUPTION

Pop Up Store Design



the collaboration features NASA logos from “disparate 

eras suggesting retro astronaut wear from a time before 

mass space travel, repurposed into futuristic outwear.” 

highlights including the large Space backpack, ripstop 

Space Parka resembling a spacesuit, and silver 

Chevalier Bootie.

featuring cyberpunk and metal elements 

PRODUCT REFERENCE
BALENCIAGA NASA COLLECTION
 FALL/WINTER 2021



THE AGE OF TOMORROW

CHARACTER NFT 

- Offer different types of skins to let customers buy it

- They can personalize their character in the game

- They can purchase these NFT skins in Open Sea

- After purchase, they can get avatar/vehicles skin in the game

- Start a new journey in the metaverse of Balenciaga



PRODUCT NFT
DESIGN EXPLANATION

- Offer Balenciaga product NFTs to customers

- NFTs can be used in Balenciaga's games / other metaverses

- Customer can use these NFTs to do mix and match for the

character in metaverses

- Offer some off season & classic products NFTs to customers for

other Balenciaga collection --> Increase customer loyalty



THE AGE OF TOMORROW
NFT GAMING

- Customers can participate in the free-to-play

games to earn the materials (Space Trash) and

make NFTs garments, to promote the

sustainability concept.

- Once customers can make their garments,

they sell it, earn gold and win the special gift of

Balenciaga.

AIMS: 

- Reducing the physical impact that clothing

production and waste have on the planet

- Consumers have the opportunity to become

the "active" party, interact more actively with

brands, and enhance mutual adhesion.

DESIGN TECHPACKDESIGN TECHPACKDESIGN TECHPACK



PRODUCT PROTOTYPE
https://marvelapp.com/prototype/i1e285e

 



GAME EXPLANATION 

THE AGE OF TOMORROW
STEP 1 

- Everyone can download the apps

"The Age Of Tomorrow" on app

store to experience the metaverse

of Balanciaga. 
STEP 2

The game is about going to

space and collect space debris.

This creates a metaverse for

consumer to experience

travelling to space.



STEP 4

Users have to collect space debris 

 and transform it into garments

once the virtual character returns

back to earth. 

User's would have to collect a

specific amount and types of space

debris to make garments.

This game is promoting

sustainability of luxury fashion, as it

brings a message about recycling.

STEP 5

Once the user collected the right

amount of space debris, users may

get a number of garment in their

closet. They can wear it or sell it to

earn gold. 

The price of each garment is

different, in which users can discover

with their friends to win more gold. 

This helps to build up the user

community of Balenciaga and

interact with the products. 

GAME EXPLANATION 

THE AGE OF TOMORROW



Users can check the ranking

anytime. Prizes will be given to

the top 10 ranking winners

whose have the highest number 

 of gold in the game. 

The winners will receive a special

secure hardware crypto wallet

from the actual Balenciaga NFT

collection.

It helps to motivate the users and

enhance the mutual adhesion of

the customers.

PRIZE REWARDS

THE AGE OF TOMORROW



EXTRA CONTENT AND FEATURES-SPACESHIP

THE AGE OF TOMORROW

The Age Of Tomorrow

allows users use

different items to

decorate their own

spaceship.  

Furniture can be

purchased from the

store through in-app-

purchase or from

Opensea, a NFT

platform. 



EXTRA CONTENT AND FEATURES-SKIN

THE AGE OF TOMORROW

The Age Of Tomorrow also offer extra content and features directly

through in‑app purchases. Avatar skin, vehicles skin and furniture for

decorating your own spaceship are available. Each store provide 

 different skins as "Today's featured items"everyday.

BENEFITS:

    1. Engaging customers

Uniqueness gives customers an inflated sense of

confidence

    2. Upgraded gaming experience

Skins is representing users itself, in which they can

show their personal value. Every purchase allows

user shares on their social media, users can easily

creat their social circle with The Age Of

Tomorrow.

    3. Generate higher profits

Limites items updated everyday gives customers

“desire to collect” moods, an affective

economics can be established.



Weekly Subscription: 1 random avatar skin and 1 vehicle skin

Monthly Subscription: Over 10 rewards with epic skins and furnitures

Yearly Subscription: Over 50 rewards with exclusiveand limited items 

Three types of Subscription model is available on The Age Of Tomorrow. Including

weekly, monthly and yearly subscription. Each plan rewards avatar skins, vehicle

skins and decorations to users, depends on how much they cost. 

 

EXTRA CONTENT AND FEATURES-SUBSCRIPTION 

THE AGE OF TOMORROW

MINIMAL INVESTMENT, BUT UPGRADED GAME EXPERIENCE 



ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

MARCO ANALYSIS Digital NFT fashions can reduce the physical impact that
clothing production & waste have on earth 
Production of a digital garment, saves 3300L of water per
item, which is enough for one person to drink 2L per day for
3.5 years
The process emits 97% less CO2 

Cryptocurrency mining to enact “proof of work” -- the main
source of energy consumption and carbon impact, has a
detrimental impact on the planet and takes up valuable
resources
Many fashion brands are prioritizing PoA (proof of authority)
or PoS (proof of stake) system instead, when it comes to
choosing partners to work on their digital collections and
NFTs
The merge to the PoS blockchain system will use 99.95% less
energy, making minting fashion NFTs with the cryptocurrency
a real step toward a sustainable digital fashion future

(ZWIEGLINSKA, 2021)

DIGITALLY EMPOWERING FASHION (2021)



Fashion has increasingly been engaging with NFTs, as gaming and digital

fashion have come to the forefront (Zwieglinska, 2021).

"unlocks genuine value for the gaming community by encouraging players

to interact with brand in an environment that celebrates art, design and

exploration." (Rod Manley, Burberry’s chief marketing officer)

Dolce & Gabbana has created NFTs on the platform, prioritizing the way

that its garments can be transferred across many digital “worlds.”

NFT can be the digital “twin” of a real-life garment. Clothia is auctioning

NFT dresses. The winning bidders will receive both the NFTs and the

physical garments (Tong, 2021). 

(FASHION HOUSES' NFT) 

MESO ANALYSIS

https://www.glossy.co/author/zofia-zwieglinska/
https://www.benzinga.com/markets/cryptocurrency/21/07/21996252/dolce-gabbana-launches-nfts-on-polygons-blockchain
https://foundation.app/clothia


DIGITALISATION DURING PANDEMIC

Designers are creating and previewing virtual products

online

pandemic pushed artisans online, and fashion brands

are trying to establish their presence by collaborations

high-end fashion field have found virtual solutions to

maintain operations by new technology platforms

building up connections with consumers online 

During the pandemic, many fashion shows and events

called off. Fashion brands are now using new technology

and digital elements more than ever. The controls used to

navigate on mobile were much easier to use than with

keyboard or mouse. 

INDUSTRY TREND

BALENCIAGA digital fashion show 2021



 IMPLUSIVE, OVERSPENT 

younger consumers said they are more likely to “buy products on the

go”

consumer behavior driven by confidence in future earnings

a combination of impulsiveness and optimism (“the moonlight clan” )

spend big on on luxury apparel and accessories even surpasses that

of Millennial shoppers with higher income

CONSUMER ANALYSIS

DESIRE FOR ‘UNIQUE’ PRODUCTS

crave for uniqueness in product design 

pursue brand with lifestyle or powerful messages 

favour personalisation and tailor services

echoes back to how the NFT project bring the sense

of uniqueness to audiences



(FASHION VIDEO GAMING) 

MARKET TREND 

video games are becoming a high-fashion

playground 

gamers want their virtual characters to look good--

providing opportunities for the rising of virtual clothes

and cosmetics 

gaming brands are delivering exclusive virtual outfits

made in collaboration with designers or celebrities 

immerse video gaming with fashion for users to

customise their character

Balenciaga collaborated with Fortnite, with brand’s

signature Triple-S sneakers and backpacks



 builds individuality through its positioning

provokes the denial of luxury (anti-luxury) in contemporary times

attributes to the product itself the self-promotion ability mainly in the digital environment

adopt the beauty standards that we are not used to seeing within the fashion world

SWOT ANALYSIS  
STRENGTHS: UNIQUE BRAND POSITIONING

STRENGTHS: LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS
betting on the campaign that “Ugly is the new black”

heavy emphasis with various themes related to the stigma of beauty, status, self-esteem

 The brand questions the clichés that surround the fashion industry 

ironic of imperfection and authenticity in the Generation Z



emphasis social media promotional strategy 

Instagram takes the lead in the brand’s communication strategy

a platform capable of reaching younger audiences and increasing sales

During 2020, even with the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, the brand gained an

average of 382K new followers and this number started to grow exponentially

maintain connections with brand target audiences 

STRENGTHS: ONLINE COMMUNICATION STRATGEY

SWOT ANALYSIS  



brand attracted a niche set of customers

 heavily reliant on Demna’s creativity

cannot be reinterpret season after season 

will have to establish a independent creative source

more of a Demna's brand than Balenciaga of its own 

SWOT ANALYSIS  
WEAKNESSES: HEAVY RELIANCE ON DESIGN

BRAND INSTABILITY 

rapid change of designers

seasonal products could not be reinterprete

lack of recognition of brand individual 

a rapid change and transformation of brand style and image 



engaged and dedicated to exploring marketing and commerce

opportunities in the “metaverse”.

releasing a Fall 2021 collection via a video game and collaborated

with gaming platform Fortnite 

sees the opportunities on the horizon for fashion brands to engage

with consumers in the coming metaverse

wishing to make today’s consumers to become more “active digital

participants” of Balenciaga

SWOT ANALYSIS  
OPPORTUNITIES: E-COMMERCE WORLD

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/marketing
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/commerce
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/opportunities
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/metaverse


The chinese valentine's day campaign:  mimic styles

preferred by China’s rural population

labelled “tasteless” by many netizens 

 cultural missteps are one of the major challenge and

threats for Balenciaga especially China as a big

market

SWOT ANALYSIS  
THREATS IN CHINA MARKET



POTENTIAL TARGET AUDIENCEPOTENTIAL TARGET AUDIENCE

- Get the chance to experience the latest luxury NFT game

- Fashionable people who know the worth of NFT 

- Gamers play to earn a real product from Balenciaga

- Committing amount of time to win the game

- Share their achievements with friends 

 (screen capture of their rank) on social networking sites 



POTENTIAL TARGET AUDIENCEPOTENTIAL TARGET AUDIENCE

-  As bridge and diffusion lines, luxury brands can use NFTs to give 

more customers access to their brands

- luxury at accessible price

- Gucci’s digital sneakers sells USD12, much lower than the real 

sneakers USD940

- Balenciaga targets at young generation who are stylish and 

modern

- Youngsters with limited spending power will attempt to buy the 

NFT in order to get access to the game and win a real product 



Launch party  Guests will be invited to the launch party and as our spokespeople to arouse public
awareness of the launch of THE AGE OF TOMORROW.

PRICING STRATEGY

HIGH-SCORE
4000

SCORE
00



Fators: Affecting the
mobile apps development

Configure:
AGE OF TOMORROW

COST

1.  Design Unique & Original HIGH

2. Game Complexity
Social Media Integration &

Monetization System
HIGH

3. Mobile game engine Professional HIGH

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< ESTIMATE COST- GAME >< ESTIMATE COST- GAME >< ESTIMATE COST- GAME >



4.  Platform Android & IOS HIGH

5. Game app testing
Excellent result in Functionally & Regression

& Safety & Working capacity
HIGH

6. Categories & Genres
High-Level Game: Rich content & Micro-

transactions for monetisation & Addictive
game scenario

HIGH

$3,000,000 HKD$3,000,000 HKD$3,000,000 HKD
ESTIMATED BY VIRON IT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COMPANYESTIMATED BY VIRON IT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COMPANYESTIMATED BY VIRON IT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< ESTIMATE COST- GAME >< ESTIMATE COST- GAME >< ESTIMATE COST- GAME >



1000 NFTS1000 NFTS1000 NFTS   
= 50 ETH= 50 ETH= 50 ETH

($1.3MILLION HKD)($1.3MILLION HKD)($1.3MILLION HKD)   

Cost BALENCIAGA's NFT

Gas fees Transaction cost in blockchain ~ 0.05ETH ($1300)@ each NFT

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< ESTIMATE COST- NFT>< ESTIMATE COST- NFT>< ESTIMATE COST- NFT>



Cost HKD ($)

Marketing on SNS $800k 

POP UP Event
Rent: $1 million / 3months
Interior Decoration: $500k
Labour cost: $200k / 3months

Advertising
Digital: $800k
Out of home: $2 million
Magazines: $500k

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< ESTIMATE COST- MARKETING >< ESTIMATE COST- MARKETING >< ESTIMATE COST- MARKETING >

TOTAL:
= $5.8MILLION



GAME: Free to download from Apple Store
/ Google Store

& Required the account to log in to play
(Register with SNS account)  

NFT: Incipient stage: ONLY 1000 NFTs in this
collection

“LIMITED" with a VIP account login 
-> Retail Price: HIGHER 

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE >< SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE >< SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE >   

1 ETH = ~$3000USD = $23,000HKD



IN-GAME STORE:IN-GAME STORE:
Let users make purchases, they pay real money to get certain items orLet users make purchases, they pay real money to get certain items or

features from the gamefeatures from the game

Features: Access other galaxiesFeatures: Access other galaxies

Consumeable items: Lives, In-game currencies, Boosters, EquipmentsConsumeable items: Lives, In-game currencies, Boosters, Equipments

(Furniture)(Furniture)

Non-Consuable items: Permanent access: Spaceships, Skin of NFT charactersNon-Consuable items: Permanent access: Spaceships, Skin of NFT characters
Top-up
Users may purchase better equipments in
virtual store to decorate their spaceships &
increase their chance of finding debris 

01

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >



PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >

SPACESHIP STORE FURNITURE STORE SKIN STORE



Time-limited offersTime-limited offers  

BundlesBundles

BoosterBooster

IN-APP PURCHASES STRATEGYIN-APP PURCHASES STRATEGY

Discounted offer, only available for a set amount of timeDiscounted offer, only available for a set amount of time

Different items put together in one purchasable packDifferent items put together in one purchasable pack

Pay to skip wait time and continue the game (The travelPay to skip wait time and continue the game (The travel

time between space and earth)time between space and earth)

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >< TOP UP : IN-APP PURCHASES >



Most preferred & easiest monetization method
Requires users to pay particular amount every week
/ month/ year -> Use the app continuously
User can access to extra content & rewards
regularly & limited edition of item

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
< GAME SUBSCRIPTION >< GAME SUBSCRIPTION >< GAME SUBSCRIPTION >



Weekly Subscription ($1ETH)
1 random basic skin & vehicles

Monthly Subscription ($4ETH)
10+ rewards (Special skin,
furnitures, spaceshipsetc) 

Yearly Subscription ($4ETH)
10+ rewards (Limited skins,
furniture, spaceships etc) 

< GAME SUBSCRIPTION >< GAME SUBSCRIPTION >< GAME SUBSCRIPTION >



PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
＜＜＜         NFT AUCTION ＞NFT AUCTION ＞NFT AUCTION ＞

COMPETITORS
GUCCI: “Aria” collection in
collaboration with Alessandro
Michele: AUCTIONED: 25,000
million USD
 D&G launched the 9-piece
collection during Venice
Fashion Week:

1.

2.

    AUCTIONED: 5.56 million USD

BALENCIAGABALENCIAGABALENCIAGA
Hidden Collection is not for
sale to the public 

-> Need obtain by playing the game
-> Incentive to let users do more
in-game purchases & subscription
-> Easier to get the hidden
collection & resell it for earning
the profit 

Sources: Zipmax



GENERATION OF VALUE & PROFIT

PRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGYPRICING STRATEGY
＜＜＜      ULTIMATE GOAL ＞ULTIMATE GOAL ＞ULTIMATE GOAL ＞

High product quality and wonderful
experience with Medium Price

Target customers: Middle - High Incom
Aim to achieve a high profit margin

Enchance brand identity
Increase customer loyalty 

High Value Position Pricing



Launch party  Guests will be invited to the launch party and as our spokespeople to arouse public
awareness of the launch of THE AGE OF TOMORROW.

PLACE AND RETAILING
STRATEGY
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O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL   

Pop-up stores Online channel 

create noise & excitement

provide detailed information

about the campaign 

unique customer experience

(multi-sensory, immersive,  

 interactive)

limited time frame

create a sense of urgency

break through geographic &

duration limitation, reach more

consumers

ability to utilise big data, for

personalised ad &

recommendation



Offline & Online channels as complements

more efficient & powerful

create an engaging, exciting, 

diversified & informative customer journey

enhance consumers' brand experience

 

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

-attract consumers who seldom look for

online updates

-encourage visitors to register online, to

build a database of potential consumers 

->build long-term relationships

-through NFT game, indirectly promote pop-up

store to players for offline experiences 

-encourage consumers to redeem gifts in pop-

up stores

->bring more traffic to pop-up stores

Pop-up stores

Online 



Pull strategy

Pop-up stores

by allowing consumers to have a different shopping experience in regular stores

consumers are taking part in communication & advertising

immerse consumers into the atmosphere of campaign, answer enquiries personally, 

enjoy unique & authentic brand experience, create consumers' touchpoint, 

reinforce brand recognition

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL



Draw public attention

Targeting consumers who demonstrate “Fear of Missing Out” phenomenon

Pop-up stores

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

by creating fun, exciting & memorable places which capture foot traffic

generate attention of the media, publicity can spread the word over social media

some consumers desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing 

fear of missing out on the latest trends

if consumers missed the pop-up, they are not able to experience them again 



Seek potential consumers

Customisation

Online channel

enrich customers' knowledge about the campaign

using online advertising or marketing tactics such as customised emails, social media ad

identify target customers and draw them to visit pop-up stores

maintain relationships & personal dialogue with customer after they leave the stores

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

provides ability to tailored customers’ needs & requirements

build up a database of customers’ information including their name, age, address, interest

& shopping behavior



Store & analyse customers' data

Provides AI-powered insights 

Online channel

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

real-time insights about customers' behavioral, demographic & transactional data,

engagement & customer feedback

can apply these insights for targeted and personalized sales, marketing campaigns &

support

With a rich database of customers, Balenciaga can use marketing methods such as email

marketing, to convert leads to customers & enhance customers’ engagement

https://www.hubspot.com/artificial-intelligence?_ga=2.58783533.1415696734.1610743216-1410115764.1610743216&hubs_post=blog.hubspot.com/sales/crm-examples&hubs_post-cta=artificial%20intelligence%20(AI)


During their shopping journey, consumers are provided with online & offline benefits 

With all the information about the brand & products available online, reduce the length

of time it takes from a product being conceived until its being available for sale,

consumers can make buying decisions quickly

improves the customer engagement strategy of Balenciaga, 

leading to a higher level of customer loyalty

optimize customer experience

Benefits

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL



provide seamless experience 

Benefits

O2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNELO2O DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL

by utilising online capabilities like online ad, social media, mobile wallet, SMS,

mobile app, push messages, proximity services

combined with real-time data analytics, system integration, & AI



VENUEVENUEVENUE

K11 Musea —— Hong Kong 

Age of Tomorrow pop-up stores can be found in 5 select cities around the world:

Hong Kong, Los Angeles, London, Shanghai, Tokyo

 



HK-BASED POP-UP STOREHK-BASED POP-UP STOREHK-BASED POP-UP STORE
@K11 MUSEA@K11 MUSEA@K11 MUSEA

Address: 18 Salisbury Rd, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, HK

K11 MUSEA is a cultural-retail destination on

Victoria Dockside, HK

Inspired by ‘A Muse by the Sea’, K11 MUSEA is

designed to enrich new consumer’s daily life through

the power of creativity, culture and innovation



POP-UP @K11 MUSEAPOP-UP @K11 MUSEAPOP-UP @K11 MUSEA

innovative art & cultural centre which embraces creative projects from the

group of artists, craftsmen, designers

quality dominated, with high acceptance, cherish every detail of design

resonate with Balenciaga's brand DNA

(youth, experimental, modern, opportunistic, luxurious)

Why K11 Musea?

Pop-up store will be located in the Atrium in G/F 

it provides a venue for consumer experience, create consumer touchpoint in

a physical location
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CHECKPOINT 1CHECKPOINT 1CHECKPOINT 1

EVENT BACKDROP AND PHOTOTAKING AREA

EVENT
BACKDROP/PHOTOTAKING AREA 

ENTRANCE

PRO
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CHECKPOINT 2CHECKPOINT 2CHECKPOINT 2

PRODUCT DISPLAY AREA

real balenciaga products (that will be sold as nft) will be placed in the
pop-up store for promotion 
when users purchase a real balenciaga product, they can get a free nft
in correspond (if user purchase a balenciaga jacket, their virtual avatar
will also receive a nft balenciaga jacket) as a gift 

guests will first encounter the event backdrop after they enter via
entrance
media/ kols/ public are all welcomed and invited to take photos at
the backdrop area and hashtag #THEAGEOFTOMMORROW to
redeem a small souvenir

The backdrop also includes a QR code for guests to scan after they
enter into the pop up to download the app and register a free nft avatar
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PHOTOBOOTH KIOSK WITH
VIRTUAL

AVATAR 

CHECKPOINT 4CHECKPOINT 4CHECKPOINT 4

RE
ST
IN
G A

REA

CHECKPOINT 3CHECKPOINT 3CHECKPOINT 3

RESTING AREA

guests are then invited to relax and chill in the
resting area while registering their free nft avatar 
staffs will be on duty for assistance and cope with
any technical issues during the online registration

PHOTOBOOTH KIOSK WITH VIRTUAL AVATAR

visitors are invited to stand in front of the kiosk and take a
virtual photo with the nft avatar
users are required to fill in their personal information to
receive the digital copy of photo (collect consumer data and
gather information/ tailor personalised shopping
experiences in future)



PRODUCT DISPLAY

PHOTOBOOTH KIOSK WITH VIRTUAL AVATAR

RESTING AREA

EVENT BACKDROP AND PHOTOTAKING AREA

INTERIOR DEMO DESIGNINTERIOR DEMO DESIGNINTERIOR DEMO DESIGN



CREATING BUZZ
engage consumer online and offline with a multi-channel sales strategy 
authentic engagements with customers offline allows brand to deliver and share the value of the campaign 
building up excitement: The idea of a pop-up shop reinforces a sense of immediacy among potential customers because of the
limited time. Make use of this specific dynamic to build urgency and excitement, to boost sales.
consumers are more aware and interested in the sudden existence of a store, especially if they look unique

COST-EFFECTIVE
less-expensive while cost-effective in terms of promotion 
testing out new markets and reaching potential audiences ( especially the nft market as a new market in luxury
fashion industry)

WHY POP-UP STORES?WHY POP-UP STORES?WHY POP-UP STORES?



PRODUCT 
the temporary nature of a pop-up creates a sense of urgency that urges consumer to purchase immediately before it sold out 
pop-up store itself is presented as a “limited-edition” item that people must take advantage of in the moment or will regret their
inaction 
taken the advantage of impulsive purchasing, as nft are not necessities, some users may not consider to buy if they think carefully

BRAND AWARENESS
build awareness as pop-up shops provide a way to interact with customers face-to-face 
educate potential audiences with the new products and features while delivering brand core values subconsciously 
 beneficial to capture a new market segment that would not normally purchase in shop 
enhancing brand awareness by exposing the public in a tactile, tangible way. consumers are more likely to remember the experience
of trying rather than simply seeing traditional advertising 

WHY POP-UP STORES?WHY POP-UP STORES?WHY POP-UP STORES?



RETAILING STRATEGESRETAILING STRATEGESRETAILING STRATEGES

FREE PRODUCTS AS A GIMMICK/ MOTIVATION

FREE REGISTRATION

Free product provided by a luxury
streetwear fashion brand will be appealing
to the public
as luxury brands normally does not offer
discounts/ free products 
may attract other consumers 
increasing brand awareness (welcome
anyone to register and join the campaign)

FREE TRAIL OF GAME

Users are then invited to participate in the
game and compare their scores within the
community
develop a connection and a sense of
belonging towards their own avatar 
may seek for difference /superiority in the
game in which they may consider to invest
real money in it 



RETAILING STRATEGESRETAILING STRATEGESRETAILING STRATEGES

"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"

REDUCE INCERTAINITY
some consumers may have never encounter/ experienced an nft before
a good opportunity for them to try and reduce the "risk" they imagine towards the product 
alleviates a lot of the apprehension new customers encounter when trying brands they’re not familiar with
encouraging potential audiences with reservations about online shopping nfts

INDIRECTLY INCREASE SALES
consumers own a product before they make purchase
develop a sense of ownership and easier for them to make further purchases 
opens the door to an entirely new group of shoppers who may have been much more apprehensive of nft 



 Guests will be invited to the launch party and as our spokespeople to arouse public
awareness of the launch of THE AGE OF TOMORROW.

PROMOTION STRATEGY

HIGH-SCORE
4000

SCORE
00



PROMOTION

Facebook (Generation X)

Instagram (Millennials)

TikTok (Millennials-China market)

Snapchat (Millennials + Generation Z)

Most popular social media platforms (Targets)

1.

2.

3.

4.

       

Most popular social
networks worldwide 2022
by monthly active users
(in millions)

Choice of social media

platform

Sourced from Statista



Instagram filters

PROMOTION

- Huge marketing potential of reaching more audiences

- Whenever a filter is used, Stories will indicate the source of the

creator, in disguise to gain exposure for the brand.

Benefits of Instagram filters

- Closer to the customer's life

- user can become a brand spokesperson, create UGC (User

Generated Content) content



Instagram Reels

Share behind-the-scenes content
 A short 15-30-second format reels are ideal to connect
with Balenciaga's audience on a more personal level.
- Boost authenticity 

01
Align with TikTok
TikTok has been in developing a whole generation’s way of
viewing social media that can be reposted on Instagram.
-  be the one first to jump on latest trend

02



PROMOTION

A Hashtag Contest on Facebook, Instagram and TikTok

Step 1 

SNAP POST WIN

Step 2 Step 3 

Snap or video

anything in the

world of "The

Age Of

Tomorrow"

Follow @Balenciaga

on every platforms,

then post your

contents and tag

#TheAgeOfTomorrow

#BalenciagaEth 

The most creative

and interesting

contents will

receive a  special

Balenciaga giftset.



PROMOTION

Snapchat Try-on Filters

Engaging younger customers
According to Hootsuite Digital 2022 Report, Snapchat
reaches 75% of millennials and Gen Z and 23% of
American adults, outpacing both Twitter and TikTok.

01
Show Balenciaga’s playful side
Snapchat is about being authentic, but not picture-
perfect. It encourages users send snaps everday. 

02

https://www.hootsuite.com/resources/digital-trends
https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/?utm_source=GoogleSEM&utm_medium=PAIDB2B&utm_campaign=G_Search_Brand_CA_Gamma-Snapchat_Business&utm_term=CA&utm_content=Forbusiness&gclid=CjwKCAjwiOv7BRBREiwAXHbv3FpJLkYv_Q4e-f3UsHVktIPV8YyYqfl5D-sFbGeeMWP5WuwyuUZ0cxoC33IQAvD_BwE
https://www.emarketer.com/content/top-social-media-platforms-us-adults-use


Filming Video clips with Balenciaga's Ambassador

playing the NFT game 

Film their reaction & game process

Balenciaga's Ambassador: Han So Hee, Kim

Kardashian, Justin Bieber etc

Video Clips will be posted on various social media eg.

IG/Youtube

Make clips as an advertisement on social media

Celebrities will share on their social media

Promotion Activity:

Implementation:

PROMOTION

Celebrities' & Influencers' trial



PROMOTION

Direct access to thousands of eyes 

Attract new customers from fanbase of celebrities

Help boost the exposure of the game

Generate more users = More profit

Celebrities add credibility & glamour to the brand/product

Build brand equity

Impact: Celebrity Effect

 

Celebrities' & Influencers' trial



Held on the release day of the game & Pop-Up Store

Invite KOLs , Celebrities & Media to join 

Post on social media = Create noise

Game Trial inside the party

Exclusive NFTs will be offered

Actual fashion items from the game will be displayed

exclusively

Launch Party:

PROMOTION
Pop-Up Store Events



Provides Press Coverage

Promotes Face-to-Face Engagement 

Brand Reputation

     - Increase brand & product awareness

     - Improve local publicity 

      - Allow visitors to get to more about the release

      - Establish loyalty

       

Get your head in the game
1/17

Benefits of Launch Party

PROMOTION



PROMOTION

\\ To People who would visit the POP-UP Store

Exclusive Promotion 

for Visitors

Receive a rare Avatar Skin for the game exclusively 

Collect special Balenciaga gift once the user

achieved a certain amount of garments collected in

the game



REACHING SCOPE OF AUDIENCE

PROMOTION

Hong Kong 

5/17

New York Tokyo

//Where to place the Metaverse Advertisement
Billboards Advertiseing in Different Countries, eg:

Causeway Bay Time Square Shinjuku District



Ultrarealistic & Futuristic
Consorts with our game's aesthetic
Visually fascinating 

01
More effective 

Comparing with traditional billboards, it
achieved greater reaction, ad recall & ad
recognition
Generate instant & long lasting awareness

02

REACHING SCOPE 
OF AUDIENCE

Inspriation from Nike's
 Air Max Day

PROMOTION

3D Billboard
One of the latest & trending billboard technology



PROMOTIONPROMOTIONPROMOTION

REACHING SCOPE OF AUDIENCE

Game Lovers Potential Target Customers

To try out our game
Join into Balenciaga's metaverse
Share to their friends & share
reaction to this game
Create buzz

Attract them to play our game
Extra benefit is to create their
interest to other Balenciaga's
product
Increase sales with more target
consumers
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THANK YOU FORTHANK YOU FORTHANK YOU FOR
PLAYING!PLAYING!PLAYING!

PLAY AGAIN?

YES NO


